Regional Scholarships Have Been Established In Six Large Cities

FRESHMEN WILL GET SCHOLARSHIP HELP THROUGH ALUMNI

Full Tuition Awarded

Alumni Distribute Information, Interview Candidates, and Choose Men

As a means of obtaining the cooperation of the alumni on the University campus, an important phase of the campaign for the six regional scholarships will be an organized campaign in the various large cities, which are seen as potential sources of candidates of high scholarship.

Regional Scholarships Have Been Established In Six Large Cities

The six regional scholarships are designed to attract the best students from the various large cities, and to provide them with an opportunity to attend the University. The scholarships are awarded on the basis of academic merit and financial need, and are intended to help students who may be unable to afford the cost of tuition.

Full Tuition Awarded

The full tuition award is given to students who are selected as recipients of the scholarships. This award covers the entire cost of tuition, and is intended to help students who may have financial difficulties.

Alumni Distribute Information, Interview Candidates, and Choose Men

Alumni will be involved in the process of distributing information about the scholarships, interviewing candidates, and choosing the recipients. This will involve visiting various large cities, and meeting with potential candidates and their families.

Petroleum is New Course III Option

Preparations are now being made for the introduction of a new course in Petroleum. This course will be offered as an option in the third year, and will be available to students who have completed the first two years of study.

Institute Committee Demands Organization Constitutions

Following is a list of the only undergraduate organizations at Technology which have not yet become affiliated with the Institute Committee:

M. I. T. A. A.; W. Talker Memorial Committee; T. C. A.

ACTIVITIES

Clubs

Radio Society; Latin American Club; Cosmopolitan Club; Chi- norian Social Club; Medical Society; Engineering Society; American Society of Civil Engineers; Chemical Society; S. I. T. Branch, A. I. E. E.

SCHOLARSHIPS

Radio Society; Latin American Club; Cosmopolitan Club; Chi- norian Social Club; Medical Society; Engineering Society; American Society of Civil Engineers; Chemical Society; S. I. T. Branch, A. I. E. E.

Institute Committee Demands Organization Constitutions

The Institute Committee has demanded that all undergraduate organizations at Technology must have organization constitu- tions in order to be considered for recognition. This includes organizations that are affiliated with the Institute Committee, as well as those that are not.

Petroleum is New Course III Option

The introduction of a new course in Petroleum is a significant development, as it will provide students with an opportunity to study a subject that is becoming increasingly important in today's world. The course will be offered as an option in the third year, and will be available to students who have completed the first two years of study.

Institute Committee Demands Organization Constitutions

The Institute Committee has demanded that all undergraduate organizations at Technology must have organization constitutions in order to be considered for recognition. This includes organizations that are affiliated with the Institute Committee, as well as those that are not.
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Sir Joyous Pipe, Champion of fine tobacco...

When spring was first in flower, a gallant pipe, happily dubbed Sir Joyous, got on a high horse and fan-fared forth to fight for "a tobacco of merit & economical." For centuries a battle royal was waged . . . but now the fight is over! Sir Joyous, happily dubbed 'Sir Joyous' pipe, is a new lant pipe, happily dubbed 'Sir Joyous' pipe, is a new

THE KAMPUS BELT

This is a complete line of genuine leather belts for the student, the executive, the young man and the girl. The Kampus Belt was designed in the factory to students. The Kampus Belt has

ENDS

School belt -

In a market where the student belt is a popular one, the Kampus Belt leads the way.

The Kampus Belt is made in the finest leather available, and is fully lined with genuine leather. It is designed for comfort and durability, and the student belt is made

Sir Joysus Pipe, Champion of fine tobacco...

Of course the old-timer was never before known to man. . . Every leaf meadow the famous Wellman way. And rough-cut—especially for pipes! All pipedom proclaims Granger 'a tobacco of exceeding merit!'

As to its 'economical': The pocket package is a new glass-sealed foil-pouch (eliminating the costly tin) and so, Granger sells at a price never equalled on tobacco of such quality... Smoke to the health of Sir Joyous Pipe! Long live Sir Joyous Pipe! The Sports Department of THE TECH wishes to appeal to all letter writing for any possible candidates to the intercollegiate tennis team. Granger Research will be the name of the intercollegiate tennis meet to be played between the colleges of three eastern universities. Twenty men have signified their intentions of competing, of which the greatest number are freshmen. This makes the freshmen the favorites in another example of the first year man being "on their toes.

The contest is open to all students, either as spectators or competitors, and has been an annual event. Not all men as usual are entered, but they tend to eliminate and slow bouts.

Two affairs to be. One for the Wrestling Management and the other for their own sake, with A. A. Archbold in charge.

FRESHMEN FAVORED IN CLASS WRESTLING

GRANGER ROUGH CUT

What our chemists call "a client's worry" has been removed. No lemony odor—there, admission package with an extra case of winners of games. Friday, January 27, were the odds of the Varsity five, and Ernest C. Hinck '27 held the captaincy, with the rugged management of Coach Jack Pearson. Out of the twelve games played during the season, the Engineer five played eight games on the right side of the ledger while the remaining four games resulted in defeats for the Engineer five.

Another season has passed in Institute basketball, and for the first time in several years the Cardinal and Gray court team came out on top. Henry P. McCarthy was the coach of the Varsity five, and Ernest C. Hinck '27 held the captaincy, with the rugged management of Coach Jack Pearson. Out of the twelve games played during the season, the Engineer five played eight games on the right side of the ledger while the remaining four games resulted in defeats for the Engineer five.

A week later the Engineers were back on the Hangar gym and defeated Dartmouth by a 12-7 score before an overflow crowd. The Cardinal and Grey five were at the height of their glory and played a fine game. Coupled with their triumph, the Dartmouth points were nearly all made from point-net.

With Dartmouth meet, the last of the season, only a few days off, the members of the gym team are going through their final workouts in an ef

Gym Team Winds Up Schedule with Dartmouth Here

THE KAMPUS BELT

Is Your School Belt

We are exclusive distributors here of your school belt - THE KAMPUS BELT. The leather is stripped with YOUR school colors. On the buckle appears YOUR pennant with YOUR school name in YOUR school colors. The Kampus Belt only at this store. Come in and see it. It's no higher in price than any other high grade belt but far more satis-
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BEAVER FIVE ENDS VICTORIOUS SEASON

Teamwork Is Feature of Entire Year—Hinck and Estes Stars on Defence

This is the only home meet of the season. The Engineers are the conquerors of the Cardinal and Gray, and defeated Dartmouth by a 12-7 score before an overflow crowd. The Cardinal and Grey five were at the height of their glory and played a fine game. Coupled with their triumph, the Dartmouth points were nearly all made from point-net.

With Dartmouth meet, the last of the season, only a few days off, the members of the gym team are going through their final workouts in an ef
Dinosaur Tracks Found In Shade Of Connecticut
Six-inch Prints Of Prehistoric Reptile Are Discovered by Yale Professors

Tracks of a huge prehistoric dinosaur have been found recently, investigators at Yale have announced, in a bed of sandstone near Simsbury, west of the Connecticut valley. By Dr. Malcolm H. Ansted, director of the Yale Pe
troleum, these traces, of a large zavith fish were found by Prof

In speaking of the significance of the discovery, Dr. Ansted says that the prehistoric dinosaur which left the prints was of a size to require a length of twenty feet, and that it left these prints in the thick mud of a salt marsh several miles from the Connecticut River. It is a pleasing coincidence that the fossils came from the Connecticut valley, but not to find fossil footprints of an embryo dinosaur found as far north as New York.

Many geologists refer to this section of Connecticut as the Connecticut valley, but never before have their evidences been found so far south as New York.

Looking at the footprints of the dinosaur, Dr. Ansted says, you must imagine that the creature was finding its way along the edge of the salt marsh, leaving its own footsteps for several miles. The tracks which were six inches long, closely resembled those of the modern dinosaur, being divided into three sections. They show the creature walking on the ground, on which the animals wandered in the vicinity of the salt marsh. These tracks were the result of the mud being eroded at a lower level than the dinosaur which left them. The tracks were discovered at a lower level than the dinosaur, tracks, in the dark, rather than the red sandstone.

The Yale professor is much better off than his predecessors, for he was confronted with the modern Jump work in the Gyn.

One of the 5,600 students of the University of Iowa, the only two men who earned grades of "A" in all of their credits, is working through the windmill, and their parents are working their wind through school.

Cancellation Of War Debts Topic For Debaters
Monday night University of Vermont in Rogers Tonight—Negate

As the first of four universities which the Debating Team will meet in the next two weeks, the representative of the University of Vermont will be the guest of the Institute debaters in Room 12 of Rogers tonight at 8 p.m.

Technology will take the negative of the question. "Resolved: That the United States Government Cancel Its International War Debts," and will be represented by Ralph T. Zep, 28, Stuck; J. Shadrack 28, and Paul V. Boggs '28, with Donald Herron, "will be alternates. L. A. Hince, E. H. Willard and H. C. Mower will set for arguments for the affirmative. Judges were announced late yesterday afternoon as Mr. James E. King, of the Boston Transcript's editorial staff; Hon. Edward C. Johnson, 3rd, Attorney and Counselor-at-Law; and Professor Clarence P. Houston, Fletcher Professor of Law at Yale. Professor Martin J. Shugrue of the Institute has consented to act as Chairman. As in all debates this fall for this occasion, the Modified Oxford system of the New England debate association will be used, eliminating the faculty's first meeting with the University of Vermont, and the facile, in the New England debate association. However, they will be reduced to a minimum the easy arguments for the affirmative.

In a burst of activity, the Debaters will travel to the second New England debate on March 24th, and beyond Homestead where the new print was created, and held out hope for the future a greater achievement in the country as the valley of the Connecticut valley. It is estimated by University authorities that the average undergraduate spends about $2,000 each academic year. Sir James Barrie, the noted English author, once declared that his room on the Oxford, a single room in the University of London, cost him only two pence, or about four cents a day. The distinguished Englishman would probably be astounded were he confronted with the modern student's weekly expenditures. In Harvard alone, the average student's weekly expenditures are on the same unmercifully low level.

Sir James Barrie, the noted English author, once declared that his room in the University of London, cost him only two pence, or about four cents a day. The distinguished Englishman would probably be astounded were he confronted with the modern student's weekly expenditures. In Harvard alone, the average student removes from the coffers of the United States Government for the year $500,000,000. If $500,000,000 is added to the $500,000,000 which the United States Government spends on education, an annual total of $1,000,000,000 is reached. This amount is one hundred times the total income of the United States Government from education. If we multiply this $1,000,000,000 by the number of years we have been in operation, the result is $10,000,000,000,000. Since the United States Government spends $1,000,000,000 on education, it is clear that the total income of the United States Government must be $10,000,000,000,000. If we multiply this $10,000,000,000,000 by the number of years we have been in operation, the result is $100,000,000,000,000,000. Since the United States Government spends $1,000,000,000 on education, it is clear that the total income of the United States Government must be $100,000,000,000,000,000.

Each day he overheard some Nice People referring to him as "Handing Henry". At last, the truth struck home. They were giving him the "moniker"—a true constant of his Constant Cough!

That very day Henry was found smoking cigarettes. In fact you could have found a Smoker without a Choker. a cigarette that tickled his taste but not his throat.

Yet, whenever there was a Clayton and Moore College, there was an outside, most likely, however, even his best friends seemed to face the same provi
ded as the student's weekly expenditures. All the prints were at level with the modern Jump work in the Gyn.
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